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G'DAY, MATES!
Three too-short weeks in Australia were just great, one of the best vacations ever! The weather, the
countryside, and especially the people, were all just super. If you get a chance, go!
*******
The eighteenth Letter from the Captain picks up after Karl and the HM2 have finished their New
Zealand cruising at the end of March.
“I passed some pleasant time back in the Bay of Islands during the first few days of April, working on
some small projects about the boat as I waited to rendezvous with Joe Consolo, a longtime dancing
friend with the 'Alt Washingtonia’ Schuhplattle group. He had been planning for nearly two years to
visit with a long-lost cousin in New Zealand and then sail across the Tasman with me.

A Maori ceremonial canoe joins festivities in Opua

“Several cruising friends were back in the bay, getting ready to sail N for the winter months in the
warm tropics. It was fun to compare notes with those who had cruised the NZ waters and to hear their
plans for the months ahead. I was really pleased to learn that the Wilcox family on HARMONY might
be cruising up the Red Sea early next year about the same time as my planned voyage after they do

some cruising in Fiji, New Caledonia, Papua New Guinea, and maybe Indonesia. We've been
hopscotching across the Pacific, sometimes together and sometimes not, ever since we met in the
Galapagos.
“I was sorry to see that I had missed the opportunity to talk again with Susan Hiscock. I found
WANDERER V looking forlorn on her mooring, apparently locked up and ready to be taken down to
Whangarei to be sold. Susan must have already left for her return to England. In a note to the Seven
Seas Cruising Association she had mentioned an April departure and said that she hopes to have a small
boat wherever she eventually lives. May that remarkable woman who saw so much of the world from
the decks of her WANDERERs always have fair winds wherever she sails!
“Thursday, April 7 was a big day in Opua for cruising amateur radio people. We had a
potluck/barbecue affair at the Opua Cruising Club to celebrate the successful FCC code and theory tests
taken by graduating members of classes taught by volunteer instructors from several cruising boats
under the direction of Peter Sutter from WILD SPIRIT. More than 90 new or upgraded hams earned
their tickets.
“Several well known amateurs were there including Fred Boehm, KH6UY from Honolulu, net control
for the Pacific Maritime Mobile Net; Tony Babich, ZL1ATE from Turanga, NZ, operator of ‘Tony's
Net'; and ‘Dr. John’ Rea' ZLlAZR from Auckland, who has given medical advise to so many cruisers
via ham radio over the years. It was fun to have 'eyeball QSO's' face-to-face conversations with so
many of these people I'd talked to during lonely hours as I crossed the Pacific. Fellow cruiser Harry
Mitchell, KL7MZ from WHALESONG, control operator for 'Harry's Weather Net' was there; of course,
and led an interesting informal seminar on amateur net operation that was as informative as any I've
ever attended.

Maritime Mobile Net controls Fred Boehm and
Harry Mitchell spoke to the cruising hams

“My contribution to the food side of things was a big pot of my mother's special bean recipe as recalled
by me and adapted to available ingredients. I called them 'Baltimore Baked Beans'. They took hours to
prepare and were pretty tasty if I do say so myself. The pot was one of the few on the big table that was
scraped clean.
“The highlight of the afternoon for me was the arrival of Joe. He appeared just as scheduled on the bus
from Auckland. The Cruising Club is located a few steps from the bus stop and he found me before I
even realized the bus had arrived. He must have had a strange impression of my lone cruiser's lifestyle
when he walked in but I swear that that is the first time since I left Washington that I had a pitcher of
beer in my hand. (Ed Note: Um-hum?)
“The next couple of days in the anchorage were busy ones with lots of boat-hopping as cruisers
swapped reading material, cruising schedules, and sea stories, and compared notes on everything from
sources for onions in bulk to repair schemes for marine toilets. Several of us spent time looking at each
other's computer programs and weatherfax equipment. I was able to help several people from my own
developing experience with the RS232 interface. Poor Joe may have felt a bit left out but he's always
been one to make new friends easily and I think he coped well.
THE HM2 CUISINE IMPROVES!
"Saturday afternoon Joe and I moved to Matawhi Bay near the town of Russell so he could see some of
the sights and history of the area. He had made up some hand trolling and bottom fishing gear and
caught a good-sized Kawahai (Sea Trout) just as we put our anchor down. We immediately cooked and
feasted on the delicious filets he provided. It was almost enough to turn me into a fisherman - but my
natural sloth will keep me from depleting the coastal marine life. I must say he had the knack for it
though, and I surely benefited.
“We enjoyed the Park visitors' Center in Russell and strolled around the town a bit. I mentioned
overhearing a conversation about the local Returned Services Association there. On the strength of his
retired U.S. Army status, Joe talked our way into the lounge and we drank some beer with several
pensioned NZ Navy types, complete with the usual kind of stories about intelligent chimpanzees in bars
etc. etc. Joe was certainly pulling his weight as a crew member!
“April 11 we made an abortive attempt to sail to Hue Hue Cove where I wanted to fill my tanks with
some of 'the world's finest spring water'. The wind was fresh and gusty from the SE but I didn't expect
to have a problem. We started out calmly enough in the lee of the shore near Russell but when we
rounded Tapeha Point a couple miles N of there we were promptly smacked over by a 35 K williwaw
that seemed to come from nowhere. When I finally got the sails luffing we had lost a good pair of oars
and a pair of floppy - sandals from the port side deck. They floated of course, but it was impossible to
get the sails down and the boat maneuvered around in time to find them and pick them up in the onemetre waves kicked up by the mini-tempest.
“It was a fine (read expensive) and sobering object lesson on the difficulty of rescuing an overboard
sailor in a storm. It's very nearly undoable. I was able to expound on the essentiality of wearing a
harness outside the cabin while at sea. We turned tail and scuttled sack to the comparative calm of a
cove on the S side of Pomare Bay S of Russell, not particularly wanting to continue a seven mile bash
to windward in the remaining hours of the day. There we cleaned up an awful mess below (soft

margarine all over everything!), licked our wounds and Joe caught some more tasty perch and
yellowtails. I guess the day was useful. It prepared my crew for the naked truth of a passage across the
Tasman. 'If it gets up like that in this little bay …
“The wind remained gusty the following day so we stayed put in our cove. The weather was only partly
cloudy, so we used the time to take some photos to accompany a magazine article I'd written. The wind
continued to blow on Wednesday the 13th, and feeling that Joe really wasn't seeing much of the BOI, I
proposed a trip by ferry from Russell over to the larger town of Pahia on the more exposed western side
of the bay. We could make inquiries of a travel office there about touring in Australia and see the sights
of that pleasant modern resort town on the site of one of New Zealand's earliest mission settlements.
“The trip across took only fifteen minutes in the large passenger boat. When we arrived in Pahia I saw
the local boats pitching at their anchors and moorings and was glad we'd left the driving to someone
else. The round trip was $4 per person, a bargain in comfort and safety even if it made us feel like
tourists. (Ed. So what's wrong with tourists??)
“We didn't find much useful information on Australia, aside from a couple of pamphlets, but we did
have lunch and manage to find a replacement set of oars for the dinghy as well as a few hard-to-get
grocery items for the forthcoming passage. Back on the HM2 that afternoon I bit the bullet and
squirmed under the cockpit to tighten bolts on the re-welded pushpit stanchions while Joe held them in
place from above. That's a cramped and difficult job I'd been dreading, but one that had to be done
before the trans-Tasman trip.
“Thursday the 14th was my planned clearance date from NZ. Actually, my visa had expired on the 12th
but I was told there would be no problem clearing out a couple days late. The officials drive up to
Opua from Whangarei every Thursday to clear departing yachts. Otherwise yachts have to depart NZ
from Auckland or Whangarei or special arrangements have to be made and a charge must be paid. We
planned to motor over to Opua early so as to be at the wharf at 10 AM for the festivities.
“We rose bright and early and soon were ready to pull up the anchor but when I turned the starting key
at 7 AM there was silence - no sign of life from the engine at all. I was dumb with disbelief. The
batteries checked ok, with plenty of power. It took two frantic hours of digging behind the control
panel and testing leads at the engine before I stumbled on the problem. I had dislodged a wire from the
interlock switch on the gearshift lever during my gyrations under the cockpit the previous afternoon.
Fast and smart problem solver, this captain, eh?
''Now with quick by-pass surgery the usually trusty engine chugged into life and we got away from
Russell a full 48 minutes before our appointment with the big shots from immigration in Opua. I was
nervous. The cabin was a shambles, with the control panel off and wires hanging out, the floor and
settees covered with junk from the hastily cleared quarterberth storage area. We were lovely to behold.
''Incredibly, we approached the Opua wharf only five minutes late - but the officials were nowhere to be
seen. Surely they wouldn't have left in disgust after only five minutes. Would they? Downhearted I
came in and rafted alongside my Finnish friends on JOUTSIKKI. They were clearing for New
Caledonia and no, they hadn't seen the yellow government car at all. We heaved a sigh of relief and
collapsed in the cockpit to hear about Matti and Sirikka's adventures in NZ as we all waited.

“The officials arrived about 11 AM, having been delayed in Whangarei trying to pick up a bonded
handgun from the police for another departing yacht. The man with the key to the vault hadn't reported
for duty that morning. There's another good reason not to bother with firearms on a cruising yacht. The
red tape is miles longer for the people that do carry them, but a surprising number (still the minority,
though) seem to feel they need to.
By noon we were all checked out and officially gone from NZ - with the understanding that we could
stay in sheltered waters until the weather moderated and there was a good forecast for the Tasman. As
before, the customs and immigration people were most friendly and helpful and left us with a warm
feeling for the people in that lovely country. I made the rounds to say good-bye to friends at the store,
at Ashby's, and on the moorings. I especially enjoyed a brief visit with George Smith on APOGEE,
younger Southern Cross sister ship of the HM2. Golly, his boat seemed so much bigger than mine
inside. He and Janet obviously carry a lot less junk than I do, and they're neat about it too. I'm glad
that Joe wasn't along to compare.
“Finally, not long before dark, we motored back to Matawhi Bay near Russell where we would be more
protected from the persistent E wind, and the rest of the day was spent setting the disaster area in our
'salon' to rights. During the following couple of days as the easterly weather continued, we worked at
re-leading cables and repairing connections, lashing gear in place for the trip, and cooking up all the
luscious fish that Joe kept catching. Joe did a first class job of taping up the cockpit lockers and I
replaced a worn spinnaker halliard. Saturday afternoon Matti and Sirikka Rapelli came over for tea and
weather talk. They were waiting for a break just like we were.
“Monday the 16th we topped up our fuel tanks in Russell, called B from the Post Office, and left at
noon for Te Hue Cove. The wind had moderated and this time we had a pleasant three-hour trip. We
were able to go alongside the dock on a rising tide just before dark to flush and refill every water tank
and jug aboard with good fresh springwater, and we gladly left a donation in the box.
“While we waited for the tide to come in we had an interesting talk with a local character, originally
from Scotland, who said he had settled in the area after shucking off several wives. I think his name
was Jim, I must ask Joe if he remembers. He told us the other name for Te Hue Cove is Assassination
Bay - because it was here in 1772 that three local villages of Maoris massacred French navigator and
explorer Marion du Fresne and 26 of his men in two coordinated attacks for obscure reasons. Some say
it was because the French violated a tapu on a nearby beach. Others allow it had something to do with
jealousies regarding the women Marion and his merry men were appropriating for their R&R program.
Who knows? If it hadn't been for that, all these Enzedders might be speaking French now. Quelle
chance!
**********
ON TO THE TASMAN!
“With the dinghy on deck, scrubbed and well lashed down, we were finally ready to put to sea. We were
both anxious to get on our way, but it has fully dark now and I opted for a good night's sleep and an
early departure in the morning. I copied a weatherfax map that showed a nice high, headed E from
Tasmania, and no nasty lows up N. All systems were 'go'.

Joe Consolo secures the dink aboard for our Tasman crossing

“Finally we got under way for Australia at 7:39 on Tuesday, April l9, under a sunny blue sky with a
light SE wind. By 9:39 we were by 'The Ninepin', off Cape Wiwiki. That was the first local landmark
I'd seen back on November 4 when I arrived. I was so excited and glad to see it then and I had mixed
feelings about leaving now, but we were officially at sea.
We headed NNW to clear the North Cape on the first leg of our passage. The plan was to continue on
that course, about 330 degrees magnetic (343 degrees True - there's a tremendous magnetic variation
near NZ) to a point about 150 miles N of North Cape, then follow a rhumb line - about 275 degrees
magnetic - to Cape Moreton, passing S of Lord Howe Island and N of some nasty looking reefs off the
S Queensland coast - about 1200 nautical miles in all. (Actually for once it all worked out just as I
hoped, except for some slow going, but that's getting ahead of the story).
“We 'made pretty good time the first several days - about 120 miles on the second day, the best of the
trip - but both of us felt under the weather. Joe barfed in spite of his Scopalomine ear patch but we
reckoned he'd really have been in bad shape without it. I barfed, but then I always do my first couple
days at sea and I've learned how to live with it and didn't need medication. Joe was charmed by some
hitchhikers we acquired on his watches, yellow and green birds that looked like parakeets. They
seemed to be more or less at home over the coastal waters, just looking for a place to rest a while. A
12-inch flying fish beached himself on our port side deck but neither Joe or I was interested in food at
that point.
“By Friday morning we found ourselves in a developing frontal area SE of Lord Howe Island, with
increasingly frequent squalls and disturbed wives - nasty little square-topped things that gave much
wear and tear to sails and rigging during the lulls between the gusts. The motion was similar to being
repeatedly dropped off a table onto a concrete floor. The wind, mostly from the NE, alternated between
under 10 and over 20 knots, and made it difficult to keep the sails properly reefed and trimmed.
“That evening the wind seemed steadier for awhile and we sailed nicely under double reefed main and
listened to an Al Jarreau tape as we jogged along under mostly starry skies. It looked as if we might get
through the front easily. Early Saturday morning clouds covered the sky again in an ominous line that

looked like it had been drawn with a straightedge and the weather deteriorated quickly into rain and
blustery wind. The waves became rougher and the Aries windvane worked constantly to keep us on our
WNW course.

Our last offshore passage – to Australia's Queensland Coast

"At 2:30 PM the boat rounded up into the wind and the change in motion brought me up the companion
way. It took a second or two to realize that the lashing on the starboard turning block for the windvane
snaffle had worn through. I soon had it temporarily re-lashed and the HM2 obediently came back onto
course. The wind increased in gusty squalls, sometimes to 35 K, alternating with comparatively calm
periods. By dusk we had to take in the main because of the violent motion of the boat, leaving only a
scrap of headsail up. Even that snapped with rifle-like reports every time the wind pressure let up. As I
was trying to furl even that bit of headsail the halliard gave way and the sail tore along the foot and
leach leaving the clew flailing in the wind attached only by the sunstrips. We got up the staysail and
continued slowly under that alone as we were buffeted by squall after squall."
THE SLAM DUNKER WITH HM2’S NAME:
“The seas were extremely rough and confused, churned up by the constantly changing wind strength
and direction. Occasionally we were hit by an out-of-sequence wave that we called a 'slammer'. Much
less often a much larger wave – a 'slamdunker' - would send water sluicing right over the deck, often
slopping gallons of green water into the cockpit. About 10 PM, during one of the frequent 'calm’
periods there was a tremendous roar and we were picked up by one of these and turned right over on
our side with the port spreader in the water. Fortunately we were both in our bunks protected by lee
cloths at the time, with the companionway firmly shut.
“The boat righted immediately and we climbed out to find a brimful cockpit with fuel jugs floating,
tethered by their lashings. I bailed with a bucket to help the overloaded scuppers and took stock of
various small items lost overboard. It was only after several minutes I realized there was no tiller, It
had snapped off at the rudder stock and gone over the side. Strangely, the boat seemed to be holding
her generally westerly course in spite of the wildly gyrating rudder. So we cleared away as best we

could and waited for daylight to make more repairs. I was surprised that it took only 150, strokes on
the cockpit pump to clear the bilge. Thank god for Joe’s good taping job. Fortunately there were no
more slamdunkers with our name written on them.
“Sunday morning Joe did a superb job of chipping the remains of a soaked and swollen tiller butt from
the socket in the rudder, using a hammer and a large screwdriver. It was a nearly impossible job on the
rolling pitching boat, stretched full length across the stern deck, soaked by pouring rain and continual
spray and with a constantly unrestrained and oscillating rudder. With our spare tiller mounted and
lashed in place - it tended to slip out of the socket and an attachment for the Aries snaffle lines had to
be improvised - we had the HM2 under control again by 10 AM.
“Now the squalls seemed to come less frequently but the wave action was still vigorous. On one of my
frequent inspections of the rudder/tiller lash-up I spotted the pendulum of the windvane about to come
off. The securing bolt and nut had worked themselves loose in the violent action. Fortunately I was
able to quickly lean over the stern to push the bolt back and then replace the lock washer and nut before
the pendulum was lost. We were most fortunate to have caught it just in time. (I lost a pendulum under
similar circumstances on my way to the Caribbean in l986). By 2 PM Sunday the 24th we were sailing
again with reefed main and staysail in gradually decreasing seas with wind only gusting to 25 K. Our
noon position showed us to be very nearly on course with 733 miles to go to landfall off Cape Moreton.
“Both Joe and I felt better now. We had started from a strictly on a 'watch on watch' basis, alternating
every four hours during the day and every three hours at night. Joe found the rotation difficult and
couldn't sleep during my watches, reading instead. I had to be up at times during his watches too for
radio and navigation schedules, though I'd usually fall asleep immediately otherwise. Finally we settled
into a more relaxed mode, mostly up during the day with one or the other rising every half-hour or so at
night to look around - similar to what I do when single-handing.
“We saw no shipping at all on the passage; only a couple of trawlers off the NZ coast and a few more
off Moreton Bay in Australia. There just aren't as many commercial ships out there any more. That's
why surface mail takes so long - a couple months sometimes these days. What ships there are seem
larger, mostly huge tankers and container vessels. There are still hazards out there, though. Now they
are often in the form of castaway boxcar-sized steel containers floating on or just below the surface. A
number of sailboats have been lost in recent years after striking these uncharted 'floating reefs'.
“Unfortunately, no reasonable amount of vigilance can protect us from these deadly objects. Even a
strong steel boat striking a container will often be fatally damaged, and a fibreglass boat like mine
doesn't have a prayer. Sometimes there hasn't even been time enough to get a life raft off. I strongly
feel that all containers should be built with special valves that open an hour or two after immersion and
allow them to sink completely. The shipping industry, of course, would scream at any added cost. I
suppose it sees no economic advantage to safeguarding a handful of sailors' lives and vessels. After all,
the victim seldom lives to identify and report on or bring damages against the offending company.
Even the sailors have become fatalistic.
“I checked in daily on 'Tony's Net' in the morning and the Pacific Maritime Mobile Net in the afternoon.
The net control operators keep computer listings on each active boat and trace our course so that it can
be given to search organizations if necessary. In addition, they can pass on weather information to the
sailors and help them make contact with other amateurs. One evening, following my position report,

Janet Murphy from APOGEE back in Opua contacted me and we went to another frequency for a good
chat. On another occasion Bob on SUNDADE, a friend I'd met in the BOI -- now en route to Tonga -came on to talk about weatherfax.
“It was nice, too, to be able to visualize some of the amateur control operators I'd met in Opua. Tony
Babich, for instance, is retired and lives near a beach resort on the Bay of Plenty SE of Auckland. He
divides his time between growing Kiwi fruit and operating his ham radio station. His Yugoslav
grandparents migrated to New Zealand and made their living as Kauri gum diggers, hunting the
crystalline amber-like resin that at one time was a principal ingredient of fine varnishes. Tony sounds
and looks like any other Enzedder; the only outward trace of his Croatian heritage is his name.
“Sunday the 25th dawned cloudy with 16 - 20 NE wind but we were still moving rather poorly, about 3
K with our staysail and double reefed main. We had to repair the broken jib haliard if possible. The
boat was still rolling moderately but, with Joe belaying me on the spinnaker haliard, I climbed the mast
steps, clinging tightly with arms and legs each time the motion became excessive. At the top I found
that the frayed end of the jib halliard had disappeared over the forward masthead sheave so that it
couldn't be retrieved.
"I was afraid to look down' but I did check over the spinnaker halliard and its masthead block. The lead
was not quite right but I decided we would have to make do with them until we could get into port. I
was exhausted and depressed when I got back to the deck and headed for my tomb-like bunk to recover.
That afternoon I did manage to get the #3 jib topsail up and drawing. We immediately sailed better and
by noon on Tuesday had made 118 miles on our course.
“Gradually the sky cleared and life aboard seemed more enjoyable. The wind held in the ENE about
18K and we clipped off the miles through Tuesday and Wednesday. Then everything stopped.
Thursday morning the wind dropped to less than 5K and became variable. Before we could motor I had
to dive beneath the cockpit and remove a length of stern anchor chain that had been dislodged and
draped around the free wheeling drive shaft in our knockdown. Then the shaft had to be realigned at the
coupling. Joe jury-rigged an attachment on the new tiller for the Tillermaster autopilot and we were
finally able to get moving again under power.
“I’m no purist, as you must know by now, and I figured to motor until the wind picked up enough to
sail at 2K or more. I wasn't interested in bobbing around in the S Coral Sea as a sitting target for the
next spell of bad weather. Little did I know at the time that we would have to motor 4.5 days - all the
way to Brisbane - 390 miles in almost flat calm conditions. There was one blessedly quiet couple of
hours when we switched off the engine on Friday afternoon and swam around the boat one at a time in
the mirror-like crystal clear water. We also took advantage of the calm and quiet to make radio phone
patches and call B at home and Joe's father Sal in NYC.
“From then on it was merely a matter of plugging along under power. I kept the engine RPM's at about
1400 in order to get the best economy from our limited fuel, and we averaged about 3.8K over smooth
seas with a slight swell from the E. The days were warm and partly cloudy and the barometer hung
between 1015 and 1O18 MB. I kept expecting it to drop and for another front to descend upon us but it
never happened."

LIGHTS! AUSTRALIA!
"Sunday evening about 9 PM, Joe spotted the flash of the Cape Moreton light off our port bow where it
should be. It seemed to hang there for hours, with four quick flashes every 20 seconds as we motored
on, getting an occasional boost from a ghost of a breeze out of the SE. Gradually we spotted the lights
of several trawlers as we neared the Cape. I adjusted our course more to the NW looking for the quick
flashing light on North Point that would guide us in between Smith Rock and Brennan Shoal with its
white sector.
“I spotted the flasher much lower and to the right of the Cape Moreton light and was soon able to pass
from its red to its white sector. But then when I tried to turn on course for the light we would be carried
off to one side or the other by the very strong tidal current, back into the dangerous red sector. With
much cursing and concern I'd have to hunt again for the safe course which was only about 5 degrees
wide. The hand-bearing compass helped, but we still had trouble staying lined up.
“Finally, at 2 AM, we went in with our hearts nearly in our throats. In the light of the full moon we
could see white water to the left and the right - and there even seemed to be some ahead of us as the
surf piled on the rocks at the base of the light. We continued as far as I dared before turning W again to
pick up the faintly flashing green beacons that marked the starboard edge of the NE channel.
“The whole mouth of Moreton Bay is filled with sandy shoals and narrow winding channels.
Fortunately they are well marked. Even so we were happy we had near-calm conditions as we went in.
Large cross-seas would have made things much too dangerous for a small low powered boat. As we
motored up Moreton Bay (it felt like we were going down since we were heading S), I called Lytton
Hill Signal Station on the marine VHF to report our arrival. They kindly notified Customs and made
arrangements for our clearance. We were told to proceed directly up the Bay and the Brisbane River to
the quarantine dock.
“It took us five more hours to rake our way across the Bay and up the dredged approach channel and the
winding river past miles of jetties, quays, and docks and dozens of huge tankers and freighters being
loaded and unloaded. We saw occasional sailboats in the river, but there were many more motor yachts,
fishing trawlers, and ferrys plying up and down the 200 - 300 yard wide channel. Most obnoxious were
large catamaran passenger boats that sped along at 20 K or more, obviously unconcerned about their
heavy wakes.
“Finally at 11:30 AM as we were passing the Brisbane Port authority dock, still looking for a quarantine
sign, we spotted a half dozen uniformed people on the deck of a tied up pilot boat. They spotted our
yellow quarantine flag, too, and waved us over. I circled around and approached slowly while Joe
quickly tied fenders on our starboard side. There was no place to dock except alongside one of the pilot
boats, so I eased in against the strong ebbing tidal current and Joe threw a bow line while I heaved a
stern line.
“Just as we came alongside and before we could adjust the fenders a catamaran roared down the
channel and its waves smashed us into the side of the pilot boat. Of course we came off second best in
that encounter, and four feet of our gunnel rail disintegrated with splinters flying as both Joe and I
heaved mightily trying to keep us off.

“After the waves subsided and we got the fenders and a springline adjusted I was able to invite the
health officer aboard. His questions were quickly answered and he routinely confiscated about 30 cents
worth of New Zealand onions and 30 dollars worth of canned meats. I nearly cried as he took away my
last half dozen cans of Dinty Moore Stew, three or four cans of Swanson's white chicken meat and
assorted other delicacies I knew I couldn't replace over here. He made no mention of the possibility of
sealing the goods in a locker, something I 1ater learned can be done when I talked to boat people who
had cleared in down in New South Wales. I complained later to the local customs people who said they
don't like to do that in Queensland because of the number of incoming yachts and because the yachties
sometimes break their seals. Unfair! Unfair! (Ed. Well, the customs people have to have supper,
too....)
“They next sent a 'sniffer dog' and his handler aboard. 'Ho, Ho - and welcome to Australia', I thought.
This was a first-time experience for me and I just let them disappear below and do their thing while I
helped Joe fend off. I wondered how Fido liked his job, whiffing all the unwashed clothes and bedding
coming from across the sea. Apparently we passed the drug test because they reappeared after a few
minutes leaving all the piles of gear in the v-berth area untouched. It would have taken them an hour or
more to do a good job I reckon.
“Finally the customs and immigration officers came aboard. I had nothing to declare - no liquor,
tobacco, firearms, or pets - so customs were quickly dispatched. Immigration was another matter.
There were forms and forms and forms to be completed and signed and cosigned and dated and
stamped. Half an hour went by in these formalities while Joe manfully tried to keep us clear of the pilot
boat as traffic went by on the river. Fortunately there were no more tidal waves from catamarans, but
even so he managed to sprain his back. Finally the lady was through with me as the Master and I took
Joe's place at the side while he went below to get his passport stamped.
“Minutes later we were told we were free to continue up the river but that I would have to make an
appointment with the customs office in one of the downtown high-rise buildings to complete my
application for a cruising permit. One of the officers told me there's more paperwork involved for a 9ton yacht than for a 30 thousand-ton freighter. I believed her. I do want to say, though, that all of the
officials were nice and friendly. They shrugged their shoulders and ploughed through the sounds of red
tape as best they could, and were still able to smile. At least they ‘aren't requiring us to paste big red
stickers on all you visiting yachts', one said. And I agreed that things, indeed, could have been worse.
"We motored slowly up the looping river, lined now more by embankments and moored yachts with
only occasional large ships beside wharves. A couple of large bridges spanned the narrow waterway,
but much city passenger traffic was shuttled back and forth by small cross-river ferries. I was still
motoring at 3/4 power, trying to conserve my remaining fuel since I saw no convenient place to refill
my tank and I was fearful of more crash landings with all the churning water from passing traffic. As a
consequence, we made very poor progress against the outgoing 2.5K tidal current. It was nearly dark
when we wearily dropped the hook just off the upstream end of the pile moorings lining the shore off
the city's Botanical Gardens.
BRISBANE, WE ARE HERE!
"With a sigh of blessed relief, we switched off the engine and soaked in comparative silence as we
looked around us at the city with her parks and her glass coated skyscrapers reflecting the glow of ten
thousand neon signs. 30 stories up, a large banner was draped across the face of one building .

'WELCOME EXPO VlSITORS’ it said. Near us were dozens of small power and sail boats, rocking in
the always restless water, moored fore and aft to the four rows of pilings that paralleled the sloping rock
seawall and the wooded park behind it.
"Several dinghies were tied up along the wall and I thought we night tie ours there as well, until I saw
what happened when one of those catamarans shot past, ferrying passengers to and from the Expo site
around the next bend. I watched, horrified, as the huge wake picked up a nice ten foot wooden tender
and dashed it against the stone embankment. I could hear the splintering crash and grinding 100 feet
away clearly, over the roar of the twin engines in the catamaran. Our fragile fibreglass bateau wouldn't
last ten minutes in those conditions.
I marveled at a city administration so shortsighted and uncaring as to allow the riverboat operators to
get away with such conduct. The embankments themselves will never stand up under such man-made
waves. In every other country I've visited, a master has always been held responsible for the damage
caused by his wake. Queensland apparently has been so caught up in the go-go spirit of economic and
tourist development that it sees only the dollars flowing in from the tourists that like the thrill and
convenience of the speed. One local yachtsman was circulating a petition to establish speed and traffic
enforcement of the commercial riverboats. He said that the owner of the catamaran line had lots of
clout with the local government.
“That evening when we finally went ashore for our first exploration, we rowed 150 yards downstream,
helped by the still-strong current, and tied up the dink behind a floating dock used by the Edward Street
cross-river ferry. The damage here was limited to the dents and scratches inflicted on each other by the
bouncing and jostling of the assorted tenders in the mix-master action of the water.
“Joe and I lurched our way into the city center in search of a shore meal to celebrate our arrival after
almost two weeks at sea. He couldn’t understand why the pavement seemed to rock and tilt. It took us
quite a while to get our land legs again. Our food quest was made a little more difficult because I had
no local lucre. It was well after banking hours and for some reason I had forgotten that credit cards
work in restaurants.
“I stopped at a Hilton Hotel thinking to change a US $20 bill but was brought up short by their refusal
to do that for a non-guest. Ditto at another good hotel. The situation was made more interesting by the
fact that there was no hotel room in the Expo - swelled town to be had, so a stranger couldn't come in
and become a guest if he had wanted to. It was Karl and Joe in Wonderland.
“We ogled the avant garde boutiques and smart dining spots along the busy streets and walking malls.
There seemed to be little Aussie flavor in the modern chrome-and-glass urban maze filled with strolling
night people. Urged on by weariness and hunger pangs, we finally found a restaurant that was willing
to take US currency with only a little confusion. We ate there, spending more than I would have liked,
for an ok meal surrounded by refurbished gasoline pumps and vintage sports cars parked among the
tables as decor. It seemed to me that the owners followed their interior designer's schtik a little too far
when they used replicas of old-time engine oil refill bottles as wine carafes.
“Anyhoo, we did return to the dink with full bellies and a sense that we'd arrived. Joe got a rude
awakening when he began to row back to the boat against the 2 K current. He couldn't make such
headway, being kind of unused to the finer techniques of championship rowing, and I had to rescue him

from a heart attack by taking over for the last 50 yards or so, back on the HM2. We slept exceedingly
well, not even bothering to take down our lee cloths. Our second day in Brisbane was spent in business
visits to the Port Authority, Customs, American Express, the ANZ Bank, and the Queensland Tourist
office. As a result, I had a pile mooring, an application for an Australian Cruising Permit, some
Australian dollars, a city map, and reservations for two sightseeing tours the next day.
“Picking up the fore-and-aft pile moorings was easy with the two of us on board. I would have had a
merry old time if I'd been alone in the fierce current, choppy water, and rather breezy conditions. We
were lucky to get a spot quite near the ferry dock so we could row back and forth easily. I paid a $50
deposit for a key to the marine toilet and shower. They were shiny new, located in the lower level of
the classy 40 story Riverside Center about five blocks from the ferry landing. It contained one stool
and one showerhead, fixed in such a way that one person had to tie up both. There was also a washer
and a drier, both of which worked free. The facility served about 50 boats on the moorings. What
luxury, if you could get in! Actually we had little trouble, probably because most yachties had given up
on it. There were several boats I recognized from Fiji and New Zealand but only one that I really knew.
'Wally' Wallace hails from Baltimore and is single-handing around the world on his Baba 30, LADY
JANE. I'd met him in Opua and talked to his wife, Jane, when I was home for the holidays. Since I'd
seen him last, she had visited with him in both NZ and Australia. We hooked up, of course, but Wally
was too busy to do much sightseeing. He had been hit by a 'slamdunker' in a storm on the way N from
Sydney and had much repair work to accomplish. The mounts for his Aries windvane, for instance,
were bent into interesting shapes. My problems seemed minor in comparison.

Wally Wallace and Karl at the World's Fair site

“Joe and I took a 'Lookabout' city bus tour and a 'Walkabout' historical tour the following day and got a
pretty good introduction to the past and the present of fast-growing Brisbane. There were reminders of
its beginning as a prison camp for offenders from New South Wales and obvious evidence of its bid,
now, to surpass both Sydney and Melbourne as the premier city Down Under. Many interesting historic
structures have been razed to make way for the characterless high rise construction that reminds me of

Rosslyn, Virginia. Our guide on the walking tour suggested that the population here just might
subconsciously be trying to erase the past. After all, the ancestors of some of them had been
'transported' not once, but twice, for their misdeeds. It was an interesting thought but I'm inclined to
think the operating motive is money and the real reason is lack of room to expand.
“One developer is currently bucking popular opposition (spending lotsa dinero on a TV 'education
campaign' touting all the 'benefits'), on a plan to build the world's tallest building in the heart of the city.
They're working now on the foundations while the battle rages in the city council. Stay tuned for the
results!
“We enjoyed visits to the University of Queensland with its remarkable variegated sandstone buildings
that reminded me, somehow, of the crusaders' castle in Rhodes (as it was reconstructed by the
Germans); and to the lovely Toowong Botanical Gardens at the foot of Mount Coot-tha forest park. A
relatively minor but interesting note was the nondescript sandstone office building downtown that had
been converted for use by Douglas Macarthur as his headquarters during the South Pacific Campaign in
WWII.
“After our day of sightseeing, Joe and I spent more time apart, with him visiting Expo and me tracking
down necessary equipment, charts, and repairs to sails, woodwork, and computer. We met, generally,
for supper and sampled a gourmet Italian restaurant, a 'Munich style' steak house, a Chinese carryout,
and a Pizza Hut. Joe drew the line at Burger King, locally known as 'Hungry Jack's'. There's something
in Brisbane for everyone.
“On the nights when he stayed late at Expo, I tended to turn in early. We discovered that he could
usually hitch a ride back to the boat with another yachtie. On the couple of occasions when he couldn't,
we used our fallback plan and he hollered for me from the embankment 25 yards away. A week passed
by in no time at all. Zenith's local distributor got Jezebel's 'B drive' working again and a sailmaker had
the genoa back together almost as good as new. I had a good lead on someone to repair the gunnel strip
and make up a new tiller. The chart agent had the Australian coastal charts I needed. The one critical
cruising guide to the Coral Coast is out of print and the new one won't be available for another six
months. I spent days searching new and used bookshops for a stray copy with no success. In
desperation I asked among local boats on the moorings hoping to find one that had a copy they'd sell
before buying the new edition - and I was overwhelmed when 'a fair dinkum bloke' on one gave me just
what I needed and refused any payment.
“On Tuesday, May 10, Wally and I joined Joe on his last trip to Expo and had fun visiting the pavilions
of Queensland, China, the South Pacific Islands, Indonesia, Japan, and IBM. The scene was crowded
and colorful. I particularly enjoyed the Pacific Islands displays and dance exhibitions. I plan to bring B
back to share the excellent capsule version of my trip through the islands.
“The Expo site seemed more compact than those I remembered in New York and Montreal. It was easy
to get around - and we had an excellent guide in Joe who had already seen everything except the US
pavilion. I think he finally saw that while we 'did' Japan. The overall impression I had of the 1988
World Exposition was that Japanese TV manufacturers, particularly Sony, must have worked overtime
producing the thousands of VCR's and monitors used. One exhibit in the Queensland pavilion had 64
large TV screens in a wall mural that alternated huge single images with montages - all in brilliant

sharp color and perfect synchronization with each other and the sound track; and that was just a tip of
the video iceberg in that one building.
“The next morning early I rowed Joe ashore for the last time and saw him off in a taxi for the interstate
bus station. He was traveling S to Sydney for a final week of sightseeing before heading home. He had
made arrangements to spend a night or two en-route in a youth hostel in historic Port Macquarie along
the way; and he was hopeful that he would be able to catch a 'space-A' military hop from an Air Force
base near Sydney in order to retrieve the cost of his commercial return ticket (so he can afford to come
sail with me again). I was sorry to see him leave and cut short the farewell so as not to get too choked
up. Fortunately, I had something to look forward to in B's visit, just a few weeks away, and there was
lots to do before her arrival.”
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
BACK AT THE RANCH I was busy getting ready for my trip, and it really turned out super. The next
Log will fill you in on that.
The big news is that, if all goes well, the next Log may also bring the story of how The Voyage is
successfully concluded with the sale of the HM2! A couple from NY state are seriously interested in
buying her and coming out to Australia to live on her for a while to gain additional experience and then
set out on their own Voyage! K and I are just so excited over the idea that in just three months or so
we'll be able to be back together after (by then) almost two years apart.
Of course we do have some mixed feelings, too, as you can imagine. But K does feel that he's
accomplished what he set out to do, and he's ready to take up the next phase of his retirement life.
Maybe I shouldn't show him the lists of things-do-do-at-home until he gets here!
So, please cross all your fingers, toes, and elbows for us, and hope that this all comes to pass. The
prospective buyers sound like really fine folk, and we know they will be as fond of the HM2 as we are.
She's a good boat.
Until next time take care of yourselves. Love, B and K.
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